Practice management is the backbone of your practice. The success of your practice depends on the strength of the technology you adopt.

Maxident 6™ Dental Software is designed to be intelligently different than other programs. Intelligent design is no accident! Maxident is flexible, customizable; it gives you unlimited technology options, protection and so much more. Maxident 6 was redesigned from the ground up to give dentist’s peace of mind when choosing a state-of-the-art software system.

Maxident adapts when technology adapts, so you are never faced with complex technology decisions in the future.

**Do More with Less Clicks!**
The premise behind great software is automation. Intelligently designed software makes your day easier, automates administrative tasks so they are completed faster and without error.

There are many benefits to Maxident including:

- Built-in short cuts to make staff’s lives and jobs easier.
- Options to reduce paper and email statements, receipts, obtain electronic signatures, scan paper documents for storage and more.
- Modular system that can be designed around the needs of your unique office.
- Ability to change technology for scalability and security.

To learn more, call 1.800.663.7199  
maxidentsoftware.com
Increase your productivity!

Maxident has built-in systems that will boost your productivity, spot trends, know where your patients are coming from, monitor unscheduled recalls, treatment planning, pre-authorizations and more.

There are “Unbooked Appointment” productivity reports you can use to fill your scheduler; a report to help you maximize income if a patient has insurance and an incomplete treatment plan on file, patients who have fallen through the recall system and have no appointment and more.

Maxident takes the guesswork out of increasing income and makes it easy for you to turn planned treatment into production.

Increase productivity with these enhanced add-ons

MaxiReminder
Email & text appointment confirmation & recall reminder system
MaxiChart
State-of-the-art electronic charting software
MaxiViewer
Univeral Digital X-ray and image management integration
MaxiVault
Secure, online, offsite automated backup system
MaxiSign
E-signature capture device
MaxiCharge
Easy point of sale payment integration
MaxiCheckin
Patient self check in kiosk

DO BETTER with maxident
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